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BTG presents: King Of Cats
Rule the reels with King of Cats, where it’s your reign and your rules! With an astounding 
117,649 MegawaysTM to win, unleash the power of PlayerSelectTM for a purr-fectly wild game.

Choose between the Lion Game or the Puma Game and seamlessly switch between the 2 
whenever the feline fancy strikes! In the Lion Game, the majestic Lion Wild steals the spotlight, 
appearing as a 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 Wild, adorned with multipliers - x4, x9, and x16 respectively. 
Meanwhile, in the Puma Game, feel the feline agility of the Puma Wild, capable of manifesting 
up to 3 full reel Puma Wilds per spin, each with its own multiplier of x2, x3, or x4.

Witness the reels come alive in the Lion Free Spins with 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 Lion Wilds, each 
boasting initial multipliers of x2, x5, and x8 respectively. Every appearance of a Lion Wild 
intensifies the hunt, increasing the multipliers by 2, 5, and 8. Alternatively, experience Puma 
Free Spins, where the first appearance of a Puma Wild unveils a paw-sitively exciting x2, x4, or 
x6 multiplier. Hold onto your claws - each subsequent occurrence of a Puma Wild on the same 
reel increases the multipliers by 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Roar straight into the action with Bonus 
Buy for your choice of either the Lion or Puma Free Spins. 

King of Cats is your kingdom, your choices, your wins!
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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• PlayerSelectTM lets you play either game at any time.
• Lion Free Spins with 2x2, 3x3 or 4x4 Lion Wilds with increasing multipliers.
• Puma Free Spins with full reel Puma Wilds with increasing multipliers.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 4 (Max Exposure 250,000), 8 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 16 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

96.72% - 96.75%

4 (PlayerSelectTM, Lion Free Spins, Puma Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

24,200x in Lion or 56,620x in Puma

117,649

6 x 7

Very High
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OSS Game Type

kingofcats

kingofcats

OSS ID

kingofcatsv19400

kingofcatsv10000

94% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

94.11% - 94.15%

96.72% - 96.75%

Embark on the agile adventure of the Puma Game, where landing 3, 4, 5, or 6 Scatters trigger 15, 18, 21, 
or 24 free spins, respectively. The anticipation builds as the first appearance of a Puma Wild on any reel 
unveils a paw-sitively exciting x2, x4, or x6 multiplier. Each subsequent occurrence of a Puma Wild on 
the same reel adds a dash of spice, with the multipliers climbing by 1, 2, and 3 respectively. With Puma 
Wilds gracefully landing on up to 4 reels. And just when you thought the jungle journey was over, 3 or 
more Scatters in any position retrigger Free Spins. 

Puma Free Spins

The PlayerSelectTM feature lets players pounce into the Lion Game or the Puma Game, seamlessly 
switching between the 2. Enjoy the best of both worlds with 117,649 MegawaysTM to win in each game 
whilst each offers a unique gaming experience. In the Lion Game, the regal Lion Wild takes centre stage, 
appearing as a 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 Wild, embellished with multipliers that add an extra layer of thrill - x4, 
x9, and x16 respectively. Meanwhile, in the Puma Game, feel the feline agility of the Puma Wild, capable 
of manifesting up to 3 full reel Puma Wilds per spin. Each Puma Wild comes with its own multiplier, x2, 
x3, or x4. 

PlayerSelectTM

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside King Of Cats, MegawaysTM, PlayerSelectTM and Bonus Buy.  The game is 
responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.
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Comment

Download the full promo pack: HEREBonus Buy

Ignite your adventure with a majestic leap using Bonus Buy! Dive straight into the heart of the action 
with the choice of either the Lion or Puma Free Spins. Simply hit the Bonus Buy icon to snag 8 Lion free 
spins for 75x the stake or unleash the wild prowess with 15 Puma free spins for just 60x the stake. It’s the 
purr-fect shortcut to a wild gaming experience.
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GAME FEATURES

Step into the wild pride of the Lion Game, where landing 3, 4, 5, or 6 Scatters trigger a royal reward of 
8, 12, 16, or 20 free spins, respectively. Watch the reels come alive with 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 Lion Wilds, each 
adorned with initial multipliers of x2, x5, and x8, respectively. But here’s where the main attraction kicks 
in - every appearance of a Lion Wild boosts the excitement, increasing the multipliers by 2, 5, and 8. It’s 
a roar-some feature that keeps the thrill building with each spin! And just when you thought the safari 
was over, 3 or more Scatters in any position trigger Free Spins once again, giving you another chance to 
bask in the glory of the wild reels. 

Lion Free Spins
kingofcats kingofcatsv1860088% Option with Bonus Buy 86.11% - 86.15%

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/king-of-cats

